ASU Student Surface Store

Stay secure and productive with devices designed for work
anywhere.
Visit the Store at: aka.ms/ArizonaStateUniversitySurfaceBYOD
Get things done how and where you work best. Surface can help you stay connected and
productive throughout your day. With savings up to $536* on select Surface Laptop 3,
Surface Pro 7, and Surface Book 3 collaboration is more affordable than ever.

Visit aka.ms/ArizonaStateUniversitySurfaceBYOD

Surface Pro 7

Surface Laptop 3-13” Surface Laptop 3-15” Surface Book 3

Save up to

Save up to

The iconic Surface 2-in-1,
now even faster and
more versatile, with USBA and USB-C®.

The perfect everyday laptop is
now even faster. Choose from
two durable keyboard finishes
and 13.5” touchscreen.

Core i7
Core i5 13in
$296 Intel
$186 Intel
16GB/256 model
8GB/128 model

The perfect everyday laptop is
now even faster. Choose from
two durable keyboard finishes
and 15” touchscreen.

Save up to

$272

Intel Core i5 15in
8GB/256 model

Save up to

$333

Intel Core i7 15in
16GB/256 model

Our most powerful Surface
yet in a laptop form factor,
with a 13.5” or 15”
detachable touchscreen.

Save up to

Core i5 13in
$200 Intel
8GB/256GB iGPU
model

Save up to

Core i7 15in
$536 Intel
32GB/512GB dGPU
model

Pair your Surface device with work-enhancing accessories:

Surface Pen

Updated sensitivity
and inking
capabilities capture
your ideas in real
time.

Surface Dock 2

Seven ports provide a
199W power supply to
charge any Surface
device, with Fast Charging
on enabled devices.

Surface
Precision Mouse
A sleek, lightweight,
and ergonomic design
helps you work freely
with precision.

Signature Type Cover

Sleek, compact, and adjustable
with backlit keys, and a large
trackpad for precise navigation.

Only Surfaces purchased through the Microsoft BYOD site have the option of adding Microsoft Commercial
Complete coverage for 3 or 4 years. Includes (2) accidental damage claims, no deductible for replacement,
remote support, and expedited replacements.

Contact your Microsoft Store Business Team today!

Brandon Dorfman
MRS0001SMB@microsoft.com
Microsoft Store Business Sales Specialist

